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Abstract: In this paper we study the Cauchy problem for the generalized equation 
of finite-depth fluids 
: 0  
where G(.) is a singular integral, and p is an integer larger than 1. We obtain the 
long time behavior of the fundamental solution of linear problem, and prove that the 
solutions of the nonlinear problem with small initial data for p > 5/2 + v/~-/2 are 
decay in time and freely asymptotic to solutions of the linear problem. In addition 
we also study some properties of the singular integral G(.) in Lq(R) with q > 1. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we shall consider the Cauchy problem for the generalized equation of 
finite-depth fluids 
Otu-G(~?2u)+~?(~) = 0 ,  (l) 
where p is an integer larger than 1, G(f)---lim=__+0 flyl = =>0 f(x-y)K(y)dy with 
K(y) = ~ (coth ~-~-nY sign y) is a singular integral, here 6 is a positive real which 
characterizes the depth of the fluid layer. Equation (1) was first derived by Joseph 
[5, 10] to describe the propagation of internal waves in the stratified fluid of finite 
depth. It is known [1] that Eq. (1) reduces to the nonlinear Korteweg~le Vries 
(KdV) equation 
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and the Benjamin-Ono (BO) equation 
0 
for p = 2 as the depth ~ tends respectively to zero and infinity, where H(.) denotes 
the Hilbert transform. From the view point of mathematics, there is an amount 
of work devoted to studying large time behavior problem for the solutions of the 
nonlinear KdV equation and BO equation (see [3, 6, 7, 11, 12] and the references 
therein). In particular, if we denote by U(.) and V(-) the free evolution group which 
solve respectively the Cauchy problems of linear KdV equation 63t u - -  6~3U = 0, and 
the linear BO equation c~tu -H(c~2u) = 0, then one has the following available re- 
sults: 
and 
I1 g(t)fllp ~ Ct-89 0 -2) [If lip,, (2a) 
II v(t)fllp ~ Ct -89 (1-2) Ilfllp, (2b) 
for all t => 1, and p ~ 2, p~ -- p/(p - 1). In the present paper we shall obtain a 
similar decay estimate for the fundamental solution of the linear problem 
i.e. we gave 
~tu - G(32u) = O, u(x,O) = f ( x ) ,  (3) 
1 1 2 
t[Ullp __< C(t -  ~ (t-}) + (6 t ) - '  (1-~))llf]lp, (4) 
for all t > 1. Furthermore, we shall substitute the decay estimate (4) into the integral 
equation associated with the nonlinear equation (1) to obtain long time behavior for 
the nonlinear problem (1). However, as we shall see, because o f  the complication 
of the symbol P(~), which characterizes the dispersive relation of Eq. (1), it is 
much more difficult to prove the decay estimate (4) for the linear problem (3), and 
requires more a elaborate calculation than to obtain the estimates (2) for the linear 
KdV equation and linear BO equation. In fact the dispersive relation P(~) for Eq. 
{ 1 (1) is (2zc~)2~coth(2n6~) 2"~,57)' while for nonlinear KdV equation and BO 
equation the dispersive relations are respectively the simple forms 43 and I~l~. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we state some basic lemmas, and 
give certain properties for the singular integral G(.). In Sect. 3 we consider the 
fundamental solution of the linear problem (3). The decay estimate (4) is proved by 
applying the Van der Corput Lemma [14]. Finally in Sect. 4 we exploit the results 
of Sects. 2 and 3 to derive the time decay estimate and free asympotic property for 
the nonlinear problem (1). 
To conclude this section, we give the main notation used in this paper. By C 
we denote various positive constants which may be different from line to line, and 
is independent of time t and the functions to be estimated. For all p, 1 <p  __< 0% we 
denote by H'Ilp the norm in LP(R). 
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2. Preliminary Results 
We denote by f and J~ the Fourier transform and its inversion for function f (x ) ,  i.e. 
.f(~) = ff(x)e-2'~'~Xdx, f ( x )  = ff(~)e2'~i{Xd~. 
R R 
For the singular integral G(.), we can derive the following properties 
Lemma 1. For any function f(x),  9(x) E C~(R), we have 
[ 1 q ^ [G(f)] A = - i /coth(27z6~)-  2---~?[ f '  a. 
b. G(~xf) = ~xG(f) , 
c. fR f G(g)dx = - fR 9G( f )dx ,  
d. fRf~(G(f~))2dx + -~ f R f  AG(f~)dx = 1/R(fx)3dx, 
e. I]a(f)l[2 < [If 112 9 
Proof  See Zhou Yulin, et al. [17]. 
The above lemma shows that the singular integral G(.) is a linear bounded 
transform from Hilbert space HS(R) into itself for s > 0. It is to be noted that the 
inequality (e) in fact can be extended to the case of a function taking value in 
Sobolev space LP(R), for 1 < p < oo. 
Lemma 2. For any function f C LP(R), 1 < p < oo, we have 
P[ G(f)  lip _-< C(p) llfllp, 
where the positive constant C is independent o f f .  
In order to prove Lemma 2, we need the following results. 
Lemma 3. Suppose the kernel K(x) satisfies the followin9 conditions: 
Ig(x)l <=Blxl% for Ixl > o, (5) 
f K(x)dx = 0, for 0 < R1 < R2 < Cx), (6) 
R1 < Ixl <R2 
f [K(x -y ) -K(x )[dx<=B,  forly I > O, (7) 
]x[ => 2]y[ 
where B is a positive constant. Then for any f E LP(R), 1 < p < oo, we have 
I[T(f)Jlp < C(p) l[f llp , 
where T( f ) (x )  = lims~0 f/yl _-> ~>0 f ( x  - y)K(y)dy. 
Proof  See E.M. Stein [13] 
Lemma 4. For lY[ +0, we have 
1 3 ~ 2 3 y (8) yZcothy = y +  ~y - 2 y  ~ - 2  2-k2 2+y2)  , 
k = I K  Tg ~. 
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y2cothy=y]y](l+2~=le-2kN ) . (9) 
Proof The first expansion (8) was given in [1]. Here we need only to show the 
second expansion of  y2cothy. In fact, for y > 0 ,  
( 2e-2, ) y2cothy = y2 ey + e -y y2 1 + 
eY - e-Y 1 - e-2y j 
=y2( l+2e-2Y~=e -2~) = y 2  (1 +2k~=le-2~ ) 9 
And for y < 0 we can obtain 
y2cothy=-y2(l+2~=le2~ ) 9 
Therefore, we obtain (9). 
Now we are in a position to prove Lemma 2. On account of  Lemma 3, we need 
to check that the kernel K(x)= 5~x(coth ~ - s i g n y )  satisfies the conditions only 
(5)-(7). 
Proof of Lemma 2. First, for Ixl :~0, By using lemma 4, we see that 
This gives us 
~x) --1 K(x) = 6 - 1 s i g n x ~ e  -~ ~klxl . 
k = l  
Next, for 0 < R1 < R2 < cxz, one can easily check (6) by using the expansion (9). 
Finally, we prove condition (7). For ]y[ 40 ,  we have 
f [K(x - y ) -K(x ) ldx=O -1 f I s ign (x -y )~e  -k~-l~lx-yl 
lxl _-> 2lyl Ixl >_- 2[yl k=l 
_ signx~e-k~-l~lxl [dx 
k = l  
OO O ~  
= 5-1 ~ [  f le -kS-l€ _ e-kS-1nXldx 
k = l  21y [ 
+ Y le - ka - '=  _ e-Xa-~,(x+y)ldx] 
2lyl 
= I(y). 
We now split the proof into two cases. First, for y > 0, we have 
oo -1 5-alxl 1 IxK(x)t = 6 -11x l  ~ e  - ~  ~ktxl _ < _ e6-1nlx[ = 7"C ' k=l - 1 
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I(y) = 6 -1 ~ f e  -k~ ~dx e kU~y - e -k~-l~y 
k=12y 
- 7r[_A.,=l k 
1 (e 3fi-l~y - 1)e ~-l~y 3 
= - I n ' -  . - - 7 - - - - - < -  (10) 
~c e36-JZy(e6-~y - 1) = rc " 
By a similar manner, we can also see that the inequality (10) valid for y < 0. The 
proof of  Lemma 2 is then complete. 
Lemma 5. Let ~ ( y ) = x y  + y2cothy, then for lyl:bo, we have q$'(y)= 4b'(-y), 
I~"(y)l  = r Moreover, for [Yl > 2, we have I@"001 > 2. 
Proof From Lemma 4, we can easily deduce that 
= 4 ~ , ~ ' ( y )  x + 21yl + ( l y l  - ky2)  e - : k l y l  
k=l 





20k4~c4y 2 -k- 18k27tZy 4 q- 676 
~bt'(y) = 2y - 2 y ~  kZT~2(k2~2 +y2)3 
k=l 
(13) 
Furthermore if we set h(y) = 20a2y + 18ay2 q- 6y3 for a > 0, y > 0, then we have (a + y)3 
i f (y)  -- 4ae(5a - y) 
(a + y)4 (14) 
Therefore, the results of  the lemma can be derived simply by using (11)-(14). 
Lemma 6. For any function f E C~(R),  we have 
f f G(Oxf)dx > AIISIIs+89 - Bllf I Iz, 
R 
where the positive constants A and B are independent o f f .  
Proof On account of  Lemma 1, and by using the Parseval identity 
J'SGmxS)dx-- 
R R 
----27r( f + $ ) ,  (15) 
f~l>ko I~l<ko 
where/co is a positive number to be chosen later. 
Since limlr (coth(27rcS~)- 2-~6g) = sign({), thus there exists a sufficient large 
/ 
constant ko > 0, such that, for all [{I > k0, the first integral in (15) satisfies 
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( 1) 2re f ~ coth(2n5~)-  ~ Ifl2dr > rc f Ir (16) 
I~l>k0 I~l>ko 
Moreover, in order to handle the second integral in (15), we apply Lemma 4, 
2re f { (coth(2rc6{)- 2 - ~  ) I f ]  2d{ 
Igl_-<ko 
= f ~ 2 ( 4 _ ~  _ ~.~@ 4~i2~ 2 "~ 
~'~ Z.~ n 2 g n  2 _jr_ 462~2-~1 I?[ 2 d~ 
I~l <ko n = l  \ ) /  
( 4 ~  oe 2 2 f 42 ^ . ~  46 k 6 "~ 
Ir >ko 
47c26 
= - - e 0  f ~21fl2d~, 
3 I~1 _-<k0 
oc 7~ 2 
where we have used the identity: ~k=l  nl~ = -6-' and the e0 is a positive constant 
depending only on 6 and/co. 
Therefore, from (16), (17) it follows that 
4rcZ&o 
f f G ( a x f ) d x > =  f I~llfl2d~+ 3 f 
R I~l>ko I~l<ko 
--= f I ~ l [ f l Z d ~ + ~  f (1+~2)lf12d~ - -  
I~1>~o I~l<ko 
>__A f(1 + Ir 2 de - B flr 2 de 
R R 
= A I I f l I . 1 / 2 ( R )  - BIITII2, 
where A = min{rt, 8nZ&o/3}, B = A + 4rfl&o/3. 
~21f12 d~ 
4n~eo f if]2 d~ 
3. Linear Estimates 
In this section we shall obtain the decay estimate concerning the fundamental so- 
lution of the linear problem 
atu - G((32xu) = f , (18) 
u ( x ,  o )  = u o ( x )  . (19) 
Define the unitary group W(t)u0 = gt * Uo, where 
gt(x) = f e i(2~)2 (coth (a~6r ~)t+z~iCx d~, (20) 
R 
then the solution of (18), (19) can be written as 
t 
u(x, t) = W(t)uo(x) + f W ( t  - s)f(x,s)ds . (21) 
0 
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Our purpose in this section is to estimate the oscillatory integral gt(x) for all t > 0. 
Lemma 7. Let 5 > 0 be a constant, then 
Ilgt(X)lloo 5 C( t-l/2 -~- ((~t)-1/3) , 
for all t >_ 1, where the constant C is independent of  t and 3. 
Let q = 27r64, z = 5-2t, and y = z-~ - 1, then gt(x) can be rewritten as 
S~(y) = 27r6gt(x) = f e i~(~2r176 dq . (22) 
R 
In order to bound S~(y) for all y E R, we need the following classical Van der 
Corput lemma [14] 
Lemma 8. Suppose that ~ ~ C~(R) and (a C C2(R) such that I~b"(~)l > 1 on the 
support o f  ~9. Then 
where the constant C is independent o f  2, ~b and ~. The prime denotes the deri- 
vative. 
Proof o f  Lemma 7. We write St(x) as 
St(x)= f eU4)(U)dtl+ f eit4~(")drl=S](x)+S2t(x ) ,  (23) 
1~/1_-<3 It/l>3 
where ~b(t/) = x~/+ t/2 coth t/. 
We shall split the proof  into two parts to bound respectively Sl(x) and S2(x) for 
all x E R. 
Part 1. Taking the variable-transform 4 = tl/3r], Y = t2/3(1 +x ) ,  and applying 
Lemma 4, we have 
Sl(x) = t -1/3 f e i~(~) d4, (24) 
[~l <:2t 1/3 
( t -  1/3 4)2 
where ~(~) = y~ + 1~3 _ 243 ~ = 1  
Tc2k2(g2k2 (t-1/34)2) + D 
In what follows, we shall show that the identity 
f ei~(r (25) 
14[ = <3tl/3 
is bounded uniformly for all t > 0, y E R. 
In fact, one can easily see that the boundedness of  (25) is equivalent with the 
boundedness of  the following integral for all t => 1 and y E R: 
f e ~(~162 (o( 4) d4 , (26) 
e 
where the cut-off function qS(~) E C~176 satisfies 0 < (/5 =< 1, and (/5 ==_ 1 for 2 =< [4[ =< 
3t I/3, Cp=__O for 141 < 1 and [~[ > 3t 1/3+1, and such that I~(r 
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On account of Lemma 8, the boundedness of (26) can be immediately obtained 
by checking the positive upper estimate of [q]'(4)[ in the support of q3(4), i.e. 
--II 
[q$ (4)1 >20, for all 4 E supp {q3(4)), and )~o is a positive constant. In fact, by 
using Lemma 5, 
I~'(01 = t ~/31r 
=->21~i ( 1 - -  k=lk20k47~4(t-l/34)2-1-18k2~z2(t-1/34)4+6(t-1/34)6)k27z2(k2rc 2 -t- (t-1/34)2)3 
>2  (1 _ ~ 20k4~4"16 + 18k2~2(16)2 + 6(16)2) 
- -  k=l k2722( k27C2 + 16) 3 
( = 2 0 > 2  1 k=lkrC j = 0 ,  
for all 4 E supp {q5(4)}, and t >__ 1. Therefore, we obtain 
IS2 (x)l <= c t  -1/3 , (27) 
for t > 0, x E R .  
Part 2. In order to bound the integral 
S2t(x) = f e itr drl, (()(rl) = xr I + ~/2coth~/) 
Inl>3 
for t > 0, x E R. We set a cut-off function q)o(t#) E C~176 which satisfies 0 <  
~oo(t/)_<l, ~oo(t/)- 1 for It/I > 3, q ,o(~) -  o for all I~1 < 3 -  ~, and such that 
la~oo(n)l < C(k)~ -k 
for k = 1, 2, where e E (0, 1) is a number to be chosen later. Therefore 
IS2(x)l = I fe;'~<~)~o(~)d~ - f e e'~(~) C, Oo(~)dt/I 
R Iql__<3 
<=l f eitr ~~ drll + 2e. (28) 
R 
In what follows we shall split the proof into two cases to bound the integral in 
(28). 
Case 1. Assume that x > - (3  - 8 ~k~l(2k - 1)e-4k). Then from Lemma 5 we can 
verify that [qS"0/)l = r ) > 2, and qS'01 ) = ~b'(]~/[) > 4/(2) > 1 for all IV[ > 2. 
Therefore 
f e its(') q)o(t/)dt/ < 1 f eit,(n ) ffo(rl) dr I 1_ f Ifpo(t/)~b'(t/) I at/ 
R =7 ~ +tR (4"('0) 2 
- <~'(t/) Oo t , ~ - [ ~ 7 2  l i f t  + t - '  (+ , ( , 0 )~  , 
_-<ot-~/~(ll~4(~)lloo + II</>~'(n)lloomes{3 - ~ < Inl < 3 }  
1'7'"('01 d " ' t - '  le" ( 'DI  d + II<pS(,1)lloo f ( ~  ~#) + f 
3-~<1n1<3 Inl>3-~ (r r/ 
< C(t -1 + e-xt-3/2), (29) 
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where we have used integration by part, and Lemma 8. 
Case 2. Assume that x < - (3 - 8 Y'~-k~l(2k - 1)e-4k). We note that 
8(e 4 + 1)'~ 
- ( 3  - 8 2~__~(2k - 1)e -4k) = - 3 - ~ j  = -x0  < - 2 .  Therefore, in or- 
der to bound the integral S2t(x) in this case, we consider two domains 
f21 = {*/; IqS'(q)[ < Ix[/2}, (30) 
ga2 = {q; I@'(*/)l ~ Ixl/3},  (31) 
where (a'(*/) = (xq + t/Zcotht/) ' = x + 21./1 + 4 ~k~t(lt/]  - kt/Z)e -2kN. 
The proof  in this case is based on the version of  the following three lemmas 
concerning the two domains ~1 and f22. 
Lemma 9. Let  x <  - x o ,  then there exists a constant 6o > 0 such that {*/; 1./I < 
ao} c 6)1) c 
P r o o f  Since 
qT(q) = (*/2cothl/+ xq)' = x + 2~/+ - -  
and 
4t/ 4./2e 2~ 
e 2~/- 1 (e 2 ~ -  1) 2 ' 
lira (2,1 + 4~/ 4r/2e 2~ 
Inl--+o e 2~ - 1 (eTq~ ~)2j = 1 , 
thus there exists a constant 60 > 0 such that, for all ]t/[ < 60, we have 
14(~)1 > Ixl- 2q + 4*/ 4~/2e 2n e2n~ (e~ 7 ~)2 > Ix] - xo/2 > ]xl/2 9 
This implies the result of  the lemma. 
Lemma 10. There exists a constant Co, such that 
mes{Q1 N {l*/[ > 2}} ~ Ix I + Co 
~rx~--Xo. 
P r o o f  From (30), we have 
~1 n {l~/J > 2} = */; -- 2 ~ ( k / / 2  - ]* / [ )e  -2klqf 
k=l 
~ I*/I ~ + 2~( / r  2 --It/I) e-2kl"l 
k=l 
This gives us 
and [*/I > 2 } .  
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mes{Ol M {It/[ > 2}} < 2  sup + 4 }--~.(kt/2 - I~l)e -2klnl 
1~1>2 k=l 
= 2 + ~ ( k t / 2  - ]tll)e -2kl~l = Ix] + Co.  
k=l 
Lemma 11. Let ro = dist{(22,(~l)C}, then there exists a positive constant C1 = 
C1(6o) such that ro > Calxl for x<  - xo. 
Proof For any 41 C (~'~1 U {1~1 < ao}) ~, and 42 e ~'22, w e  have 1r > [xl/2, 
I~b'({2)[ < [xI/3, which gives us [~b'({1) - q5'(42)1 > Ix[/6, and 
r = 141 - 421 > ~1%U(40)1-1 , 
where the point ~0 is on the line connecting 41 with 42. Therefore 
1 
r0 = inf 1~1 - 42] > !~2 inf 1r -~ = 
r162 = o Ir 6 suPlr162 ' 
where 
sup IqS"(4)l _<_ sup (2 + 8 ~ ( 4 2 k  2 + 2141k + 1/2)e -2k1r = C(6o) > O, 
Iffl>ao Igl>a o k=a 
and which finishes the proof of the lemma. 
Now we are in a position to consider Case 2. On account of  the above three 
lemmas, we construct a unitary decomposition of R, namely we expect two functions 
such that ~01(t/), ~02(q) E C~176 0<~01 < 1, 0 < ~02 < 1, and ~0101) + q~2(~) ---- 1 
for all q E R. In addition, supp {q)l(t/)} is contained in 121, q)2(q) ~ 0 for all t /E f2z, 
and 
I ~ o  (~)1 < C(k)rk<o Clxl -k 
for k = 1,2, and all t /E R. 
The integral in (28) can be then written as 
I f eitr ~Oo(rl) drtl <= I f eitr q~o(t/)~ol(~) do I 
R R 
+ I fe"r 
R 
(32) 
If  q~2(t/) 4= 0, i.e. t / r  f22, then we have ]~b'(t/)] > !~2. Note that Ix I + 4 ~~ + 
It/l)e -2kIwI > 0 for all 1~1 > 2, we can thus obtain 
o ~  
I~*(~)1 ~ c'(Ixl + 21,/I + 4 ~ ( - k q  a + I~])e -zklnl) >= 4C', 
k=l 
for all I~l > 0 and r /~  I22, where C' is a positive constant. 
Therefore, by applying integration by part and Lemma 8, we have 
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[ f eit4J(n)q~176 = t - l l f  dtr It O'(q) drll 
R R 
= 4) ' (n)  
+ 4,'(,I) 4,'(,1) ) I1~ 
~"(~)~o0(~)~o2(~) } 
+ (q$,(~))2 1 
Ct-3/2{ll~~ lloo 
# 
+ 11~o2(~)11~o + II~0;'(n)ll~mes{3 - ~ < Inl < 3} 
+ ll~0D(n)llooll~0~(n)lloomes{3 - e < Inl < 3} 
q-ll(p~(t/)l[~mes{f21 N {Ir/I > 2}} 
+ II~0;(,t)ll<>o ~"(~) 
(q$'(r/)) 2 Ll(Inl >2) 
4"(n) 1 + I1~o~(,I) 11oo 
cl@i>Z ) J 
~" ( , )  
4_ Ct-1/2 ~ zidnl>2 ) 
< Ct-312(e - t  + C ) +  Ct -1 . (33) 
Moreover, if r/E Oi, then 
I feit4~(")4Oo(tl)4Ol(rl)drll <ct-il2(tl~oo(q)~oi(t#)lloo + II(~00(n)~01(n))'lll) 
R 
<Ct-Vz(1 + ll~o~(~)lloomes{3 - e  < Irtl < 3} 
+ II~o;(n)lloomes{O~ cl {171 > 2}})  
< Ct- l/2. (34) 
Finally, combining (33), (34) with (28), and taking e = t -1/z, we thus have 
Is,~(x)l ___ c t  -~12 , (35) 
for a l l x E R a n d t >  1. 
Therefore, on account of the transform (22), we then obtain the desired decay 
estimate of Lemma 7 by combining (27), (35) and (23). 
Theorem 1. Suppose that gt(x) is the unitary group 9enerated by the linear problem 
of  Eq. (1). Let u(x, t) = 9t(x) * uo(x), then for p E (2, oo), 
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Ilu(x,t)llp<C t ~(1-~) +(6t)  -~(~-~) I[uo(x)]l q , 
for all t > l ,  with p -1 +q-1  = 1, where the constant C is independent o f t  and c5. 
Proof By using Lemma 7, and the L2(R)-conservation law of the linear problem 
(3), the result of the theorem then follows from the Riesz-Thorin interpolation. 
Remark. Since the constant C in Theorem 1 is independent of 6 > 0, we thus 
see that the decay estimate (2b) for the linear BO equation is a consequence of 
Theorem 1. 
4. Decay Estimates for Nonlinear Problem 
In this section we consider the following nonlinear problem: 
~tu - G(~2u) = ~x(uP/p) , (36) 
u(x, O) = uo(x) , (37) 
where p > l  is an integer. It is known [1, 17] that for any function uo(x) C 
HS(R) (s>2), there exists a positive constant T such that the nonlinear equation (1) 
with the initial data uo(x) admits a unique solution in L~(O, T;HS(R)). 
Lemma 12. For any initial data uo(x) E Hk(R), then the solution u = u(x,t) of  
problem (36), (37) such that 
t 
[lulIH3 --<_ IluolIH~ exp(C f Ilu(~)ll~q(e)d~), (38) 
0 
for p>2. 
Proof Since, for k > 2, 
d f [~kul2 dx -.~.2 f ~kut~k(uP-IOxU) -- uP--10x.k+luadx 
dt R R 
+ 2 f  k. zk+l. up-1 8x,~ x , dx 
R 
< CllO~ul l2( l lOx(uP-1) l l~  II~ul12 + II~xull~ II~(uP-1)[[2) 
+ ( p  - a)l lOxul[~lIullP-211~ull  2 
_-< C[lu I1~s 2 IlOxull~ IlO~ull~ 
p--1 k 2 _-< CIlull w2,q(R)II Oxulh, (39) 
where we have used the calculus of inequalities [4]. 
By applying the Gronwall lemma, (39) is then implying the result of the lemma. 
Theorem 2. Let 6 E (0, ~) ,  q -= 2p, and p > 5/2 + v~i-/2. Assume that the initial 
data uo(x) is sufficiently small in H3(R)fq W2,2p/(2P-1)(R). Then the solution u of 
nonlinear problem (36), (37) such that 
Long Time Behavior for Equation of Finite-Depth Fluids 
[lu(t)l[w2,~(~) < C(1 + t)-} (~-~), 
for all t>_O, where the constant C is independent o f  u and t. 
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Proof  Since the nonlinear problem (36), (37) can be written into the following 
formula: 
t 
u(t) = gt * uo + f gt-s * Ox(uP(s)/p)ds . 
0 
By using Theorem 1 and H61der inequality, we obtain 
[lu(t)[[ w2,q(R) --< I[gt * uo II w=,a(e) 
t 
+ fl[g,-~ * Ox(uP/P)[Iw2,q(R) ds  
0 
1_ 2 t 2 
< C(1 + t) -89 ( q )  [[U 0 [1 w2,qt(R) + C f ( t  - s) -1  (1- ~)[[C3x(uP/p)] Iw2'qt(R) ds 
0 
2)1~ ~ C ( 1  + t )  - 1  ( 1 - ~  blOllw2,qt(R ) 
~(~-~) 
<C(1 + t) - ~  Iluoll~=,q'(R) 
t 
+ C  f ( t _ s ) -  8 9  p-1 
0 
t 1 2)] ii~V2) q+ CII.ollH3 f(t-s)-~(~-~ I" (R) 
0 
dr)  ds.  
Let M(t) = SUPo_<s_<t(1 +s) 89  -~) ]lu(s)llw2,q(R ), 
+ []Uo[[w2,2p/(Zp-1)(R). The above inequality then gives us 
and ~ = IluolIH~(R> 
M(t)  < C3 + C6f  (t)M p-  l(t) exp (Ch(t)M p- 1 (t)), (40) 
t 
where f ( t )  = (1 + t)~(1-}) f ( t  - s ) - f  ( i-}) (1 + s ) - - T  ( I - } ) p - ~  ds, h(t) = 
0 
Jo( 1 p--1 + s ) - T  (1-}) ds. 
Note that p > 5/2 + v/~/2 ,  one can easily check that there exists a constant C 
such that f ( t ) <  C, and h(t)< C, for all t > 0. Therefore, (40) gives us 
M(t)  < C5 + C~M p-  1 (t) exp (CM p-  1 (t)) . (41) 
Let K(m) = c~(1 + m p-leXp(cmp-1)) -- m. Since K(0) = C5 > 0, and K"(m) 
> 0, for all m > 0, we take 5 > 0 sufficiently small so that K ( m ) = O  ad- 
mits a positive zero ml. Then set Cc5 < ml, as K(M(t))>O for all t > 0, and 
M(0) = C3 < ml, so on account of the continuity of K(M(t)),  we finally obtain 
that M(t )<ml  for all t>O, i.e. ][u(t)[[~v2,q(R)<m,(1 + t)- 89 for all t~O, and 
q = 2 p  > 5 + x / ~ .  
Theorem 3. Under the conditions of  Theorem 2, the solution o f  the nonlinear 
problem (36), (37) is freely asymptotic to the solution o f  linear problem (3). 
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Proof. Denoted by u(t) E L~(R+;H3(R)n W2,2P/(2P-1)(R)) the solution of the non- 
linear problem (36), (37), we shall prove that there exists 
L~(R+;H2(R)), such that 
Otu+(t) - G(~2xu+(t)) = O ,  
and 
Ilu(t) - u+(t)HH2(R) ~ O ,  
a function u+(t)c 
as t --~ +oo. In fact, from Lemma 12 and Theorem 1, we have 
t 
I[u(t)[lH3 ~ [[u0llH3 exp(C f p-1 Ilu(~)ll w2,q(R) dT,) ~ C ,  
0 
Therefore, we define as in [7, 12] 
u+(t)  = u( t )  -- 
400 
f gt-s * G(up/p) (s) ds. 
t 
(42) 
One can easily find that above function satisfies the linear equation (42), and such 
that 
+ ~  
I l u ( t )  - u+(t)llH2 <=C f Ilu(s)llP-~)qllU(s)[lg3 ds 
t 
+oo roe 
< C  f (1 +s) -p-~O-z) ('~ = ~ ds--C f (l+sl---V--ds--+O, 
t t 
as t ~ +c% for p > 5/2 + v ~ / 2 .  The proof of the theorem is then complete. 
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